
A World-Class System
to Continuously Monitor

Environments where
Critical Materials are Stored

or Processed

CIMScan for Hospitals
®

A Web-Based Solution



Designed for Hospitals and Laboratories

Uses Existing
Infrastructure

Completely
Web-Based

Meets Regulatory
Requirements

Easily Validated

Enterprise-Wide

Requires Minimum
IT Involvement

... All this from an ISO 9001/2008 certified company that has been manufacturing

GMP compliant monitoring systems since 1996.

CIMScan contains the necessary monitoring facilities to help you meet all the

requirements contained in FDA 21 CFR Part 11 and USP <797>. In addition, a

variety of standard reports quickly give auditors what they need.

CIMScan uses your existing IT infrastructure to host the system as well as tie the

remote data acquisition units to the server.

No measurement

data is ever lost due to network interruptions because of the CIMScan’s fault

tolerant design.

This significantly reduces the instal

lation cost and minimizes the disruption to current operations.

A simple web browser is all you need to interface with a CIMScan system for

general use and maintenance. Gone are the days when you have to download

and install a special user interface application.

The CIMScan software and all its supporting components have been completely

validated as part of the development process. Specific applications can be

formally validated using our “Rapid” validation approach. With this, complex

systems can be easily and completely validated in days, not weeks.

Monitor a cluster of regional hospitals or outlying clinics with a common system.

You can even monitor the energy consumption throughout your enterprise.

Access is restricted to individuals on a “need to know” basis.

CIMScan has been expressly designed to minimize the IT support burden. This is

accomplished by having IT do what it does every day. You support the IT infra-

structure - we’ll support the CIMScan application.



An Overview of the CIMScan Monitoring System

The objective of any hospital monitoring system should be to automatically detect an impending problem and alert

key personnel so the situation can be corrected before patient safety or test accuracy is compromised. Our CIMScan

monitoring system meets this requirement completely while minimizing the total cost of ownership.

CIMScan consists of a central server built around a standard SQL database. The server receives measurements from

remote sensors via a facility's existing LAN infrastructure or the Internet and stores the data in a relational data-

base for display and reporting. During this

process, the server detects abnormal conditions

and alerts personnel via email, pager, text

message, or voice telephone. Users can log onto

the system at any time using a simple web

browser to view the current status, acknowl-

edge alarms,

analyze

measurement

data, and

generate

reports.

Both wired and wireless sensors are supported by the system. Remote

data acquisition controllers called Monitoring Stations  collect measurement data and forward it to the server via a

facility's LAN or the Internet. The Monitoring Stations can buffer measurements taken during LAN or server

outages so that critical data is never lost. During these faults, the Monitoring Stations also perform alarm process-

ing and alert personnel to abnormal conditions so they can be dealt with immediately.

All access to CIMScan is under strict User ID/Password control. The system is organized by Departments containing

Groups of monitoring points. Virtually anything for which a sensor is available (temperature, humidity, differential

pressure, particle counts, levels, speeds, energy, utilities, etc.) can be monitored Users are assigned to one or more

Groups and have access only to those groups. For instance, a department might be assigned to the pharmacy. This

department would contain groups of pharmacy monitoring points for each remote site or specific area. The labora-

tory, blood bank, dietary, and other facilities would have their own departments.

CIMScan was designed to minimize direct IT Department involvement. It runs as a group of services on a standard

Windows server computer. The computer and the operating system can be easily maintained by your IT

Department using their routine procedures. We provide a program called System Admin Support whereby we

assume responsibility for the CIMScan application and maintain it remotely. This includes receiving email alerts

when problems are detected and making monthly performance checks. If an abnormal condition is detected, we

will correct the problem. If replacement of remote hardware is required, we will guide our contact from mainte-

nance or clinical engineering through the replacement process.

Each Department can have one or more Group Administrators. They can create and maintain user accounts and

reconfigure the measurement data processing (alarm limits, etc.) within their Department. Group Administrators

can also add and remove sensors as necessary.

Formal validation is a must for any critical system. This can, however, be a very expensive process. Our approach to

“Rapid Validation” reduces this cost to a fraction of what it was just a few years ago.

CIMTechniques is an ISO 9001/2008 certified company. CIMScan helps you maintain compliance with FDA 21 CFR

Part 11, USP <797>, CAP, AABB, and HACCP standards. The system also meets or exceeds the monitoring require-

ments of accreditation agencies like The Joint Commission, HFAP, and DNV.
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Straightforward User Interface

Flexible Reporting

Charts can be easily
zoomed and panned

Chart extents are
automatically
determined

The Alarm List shows all monitoring points that need your attention Click here to Acknowledge
Alarms and provide
Assignable Causes

Measurements
displayed in

real time

Report Date

Name of the Group
being Reported On

Reporting Period

Calculated
Statistic

Statistics for each
Monitoring Point

Alarm Limit Changes
Reported Here

Alarm Conditions
that were detected
during the batch

User Generated Notes
recorded during the

batch



World-Class Capabilities that You Expect

Completely web-based and accessible from anywhere

Scalable from a few to thousands of monitoring points & hundreds of users

Remote monitoring wherever a LAN/Internet connection exists

Built around a secure SQL Database

Organized by Departments containing Groups of monitoring points

Time recorded in GMT and automatically displayed in local time

Alerts delivered via email, text message, pager and voice telephone

Access under strict ID/password control

Minimum Password Complexity can be defined

User Activities limited by Configurable Roles

User Accounts maintained by supervisor level Group Administrators

Passwords can be set to Expire Automatically

All System Settings Changes recorded in an Audit Trail

Warning and Action Limits for alarm detection

Alarm List contains Alerts for monitoring points that the user has access to

Alerts Acknowledged with an Assignable Cause or Corrective Action

User-Generated Notes are linked to one or more monitoring points

Interactive Trend Charts and Data Analysis Tools are included

Graphic Displays include Alarm Indicators, Value Displays & Charts

Accurate Hourly Statistics generated for every monitoring point

Unlimited User-Configurable Reports

Language Localization available in late 2012

Supports “Rapid” Validation to minimize the installed cost

Pricing by number of monitoring points, not number of users

We have been monitoring critical applications for over sixteen years. During that time we’ve learned a lot about

what our customers want and need. Our latest web-based monitoring system architecture was almost entirely

created on this body of knowledge. The list below shows the features and innovations we have incorporated into

our system.



Easy to Apply Wired and Wireless Sensors
Both wired and wireless sensors are available for use with the CIMScan monitoring system. Simple temperature

probes or temp/humidity sensors connect directly to battery-powered wireless sensor interfaces. Inexpensive

plug-n-play sensors can also be connected to a sensor interface or to a Monitoring Station via a simple 4-wire

network called the SensorBus. Monitoring Stations and Wireless Gateways can, in turn, be linked to the CIMScan

server via a facility’s existing LAN, Wi-Fi, or the Internet.

Room Temp/RH

Cryogenic Temp.

Oven Temp.

Incubator Temp/RH

Refrig/Freezer
Temp. (dual)

LN2 Level

Door Open/Ajar

Current/Voltage

Differential Pressure

Up to 16 Sensors
on a common

CAT-3 Network
up to 250’ long

POE
Wi-Fi
LAN

WAN

POE
Wi-Fi
LAN

WAN

0-5-10V
4-20 ma

Monitoring
Station

Each PQ-26 can handle
up to 8 CT Sensors

PQ-26

Wireless
Gateway

PQ-22

Battery
Powered
Temp/RH
Sensor

PQ-24

Battery
Powered

Dual Temp.
Sensor

900 MHz or 2.4 GHz
with up to 500’
indoor range

(mesh)

Local Values Display
using a tablet PC
available 3Q 2012

90-240 Vac
Power Supply

Repeater PQ-31

CT-22

Monitoring Stations capable of handling
up to 50 Wireless Sensors are also

available for large laboratories.

Battery Powered
Short Range

Wireless Sensors



Incredibly Easy to Maintain
The information below illustrates just how easy it is to maintain your CIMScan system. Group Administrator

privilege is generally required to perform any of the maintenance functions. On-site service is required as

long as you provide us with a contact who can replace a failing component. This never entails more that unplugging

the old device and plugging in the new one based on our instructions.

Simply unplug (wired) or turn off (wireless) the sensor and replace it with a new unit. Since each sensor has its

own unique serial number, log onto the system and swap the new serial number for the old one on the Sensor

Assignment Page.

Log onto the system and open the Add/Edit Users page and create an empty user account. Then add a User ID and

temporary password, the groups that the user will have access to, and the alert delivery escalation level. The new

users will then log on and change their passwords and add their contact information (email, telephone, etc.) during

working hours and when away from work. Administrators can access user information at any time and change the

Groups that the user has access to and the user's alert delivery escalation level.

To add a new sensor, simply plug it into a Monitoring Station or bring it within range of a wireless receiver. The

serial number of the new sensors will be automatically forwarded to the server where it will be placed in the

“Unassigned” list. Simply log onto the server and access the settings page for the Group that will receive the sensor.

Finally, select the sensor from the unassigned list, assign a meaningful name, and select a Sensor Type. The latter

defines the alarm limits and other pertinent sensor information. That's it! The sensor is now part of the system,

measurement data is being stored, abnormal conditions detected, and alerts generated and delivered.

Although the sensors available today are incredibly stable, their accuracy should be verified once every 12 months.

This is simply accomplished by comparing measurement value being reported to CIMScan with a NIST-traceable

standard instrument and making a simple correction using the appropriate service tool. All CIMScan sensors can be

field-calibrated.

Both system configuration and measurement data are stored in CIMScan's SQL database. The easiest way to handle

backup and recovery is to implement CIMScan on a virtual server. With this approach, backups can be routinely

done by the IT Department using established tools and procedures. Recovery can also be easily handled by restor-

ing the backup to a new hardware platform. Since the remote devices com-

municate with the server through a single fixed IP address, the server can be

moved anywhere within the domain with ease.

Through our System Admin Support Program we assume the role of our

system administrator. Whenever a problem with the system is detected, we

are automatically notified by email. One of our skilled technicians then logs

on and determines the source of the problem. Software or configuration

issues are corrected immediately. Hardware problems are corrected by

component replacement using our contact in your maintenance or clinical

engineering department.

never

Replace an Existing Sensor

User Account Maintenance

Add a New Sensor to the System

Sensor Calibration Verification

System Backup and Disaster Recovery

Ongoing Support like No One Else
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